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Extended abstract
1- Introduction
Urban parks are spaces that designed and constructed within urban boundaries and provide health public outdoor recreation for urban residence. These spaces have continued the relation between residences and nature in built area as one of main elements of urban structure. In reality these spaces are important sector of framework and morphology of current cities and they must make pleasant environment and provide other ecological needs and important sector of urban green spaces.

With regards to importance of urban parks and green spaces in improvement of urban life, we an academic research is needed for increasing its function in the present urban environment condition.

2- Theoretical Bases
Study and analysis of literature review of urban park areas show that the all forms of parks are constructed and used with regard to important human needs such as refreshment, fun, growth ,efflorescence, satisfying aesthetic need, mental needs paying less attention to quality, distance, function and theirs accessibility.

During 150 past years, parks has replaced the urban gardens as effective approach with wide ecological affects. Parks were classified according to their size, facilities, situation, valence, accessibility and etc.

The researches in history of urban planning show that the urban planning paradigm has had effective function in historical change of parks and green space planning in different countries of world. All kind of parks have constructed from special ideas.

Also ,These research shows that the first attempts for urban parks construction formed in thoughts of earlier town planner such as San Simon, Robert Owen, F.M.S. Forieh, Atin
Kabeh who considered the urban parks as having great importance function in their ideal city.

Since 1910 there have been three new opinions affecting the planning and design of parks and green spaces efforts.

Modernism Urban planners, affected by ATTENS charter, predicted suitable place for leisure activity within and around cities adapting international urbanism approaches. Also they have paid attention to balance between built area and open space in cities.

Cultural urban planners, attended to foot path, mix uses, Multi-functional urban spaces and planning spatial parks for any cities with emphasis on natural symbols.

Finally the natural urban planners, paying attention to nature have attempted to create organic human settlement in balance with nature. They also proposed the idea of "city as park".

"Granz" Suggest a model for analyzing the urban parks planning theories in the past 150 years. (the middle of the nineteen century to end of twentieth century). His researches findings show that the theories and views about urban parks have changed during 30-35 years and replaced with new paradigm ideas changing from confronting with nature and cultural considerations to confirming with nature and cultural needs.

The first use of this model in evaluation of parks constructed in 2 decades of 1980 and 1990 shows that (Table 1): type 4 parks with 43 percent is basic form of park constructed and the parks of type 5 with 24 percent and the parks of type 1 with 22 percent are in the next place. Namely 90 percent of parks like in 3 types (type 1, 4, 5) and parks type 1 & 5 have a good lot with recreation nature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parks type</th>
<th>parks name</th>
<th>percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-</td>
<td>1-The Pleasure Ground</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-</td>
<td>2- The Reform Park</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-</td>
<td>3- The Recreation Facility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-</td>
<td>4- The Open Space System</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-</td>
<td>5- The Ecological Park</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In world cities (Sources: Galen Granz and Michael Boland, (2004) "Defining the Sustainable Park: A Fifth Model for Urban Parks," Landscape Journal, Fall, 20 pp)
3- Discussion

In this paper, historical development process of urban parks in East Azerbaijan cities during last one hundred years using "Granz" model to determine whether parks in the country have faced changes according to changes in ideas.

In this paper, the cities of Eastern Azerbaijan province that have approved urban development plan with a population of 2.3 million people in the year 1388 were studied. Only three cities do not have any park and 277 parks located in 27 city are analyzed based on characteristics, size per capita, years of construction, and many kinds of facilities.

The findings of research show that the beginning of parks construction process in this province has been delayed about 80 years in comparison with developed countries. The 85 percent of whole parks constructed of type 20 years and 72.2 percent of parks are in rank "The Open Space System" 21.4 percent of parks are of type "Reform Park" and only 14 parks (5 percent of parks) are of type "Pleasure Ground". Also, a small part of parks are in the rank of “The Recreation Facility" and no of "Ecological Park" is construction (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parks type</th>
<th>percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-The Pleasure Ground</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- The Reform Park</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- The Recreation Facility</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-The Open Space System</td>
<td>72.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5- The Ecological Park</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In East Azerbaijan cities (Sources: Data provided by m.Beheshti, 2010)

4- Conclusion

The study and analysis of finding of this research have some main results: First, there are so many differences between cities requirement and city planning designers' ideas about types of green spaces in cities due to size and classification of city population. Meanwhile there are no similarities between urban parks in Iran and developed countries. Second, there are no comprehensive program in green space planning in this province and urban plans in creating green spaces in cities pay more attention to green spaces at the 1st and 5th types of Granz model and less achievements are made in this regards (with receiving 26.8% of plans goals).
5- Suggestions

The developing of green spaces in Eastern Azerbaijan province cities researches need to be done in order to familiar the local authorities and consultant with new theories in park design by establishing and developing the local and national policy the goals of developing green spaces can be achieved.

It is necessary to reconsider the goale in creation of urban parks based on analytical analysis modern ecogical ories bias order to over com the shortcomings and achiving green cities more attempts shoud be don to construct move parks compatible with nature and culture.
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